WOMEN'S SANITY SAVER

When You Need Time For Yourself
So, you need a little distraction for the kiddos to get a little break? I
hope these inspire you! Click the titles for further Instructions.

Babies

Saucepan Drum Kit: Place your baby in the middle of a circle of saucepans with a wooden
spoon and watch their inner musical genius come out! (Earplugs for Mom recommended)
Spinning Plates: Attach paper plates to some string and hang from a stick (broom, hockey
stick). Place baby beneath the plates. They will be mesmerized by the plates spinning
around them!
Giant Ice Block: Make a giant ice block from a pan of water. Place the block on a towel and
give baby instruments (ex. Water spoon). They can hit the ice or they can just have sensory
play by exploring with their hands. Make it with some food colouring to add some fun!

Toddlers:

Rainbow Rice: Rainbow Rice is KING. All you need is some rice, food
colouring, and vinegar. This is a great sensory activity! Once the rice is
colourful and completely dry, put it in a large bin. They can drive their cars
around in there, scoop with measuring cups, spoons and funnels or they can
hide things like plastic animals.
Recipe: Rainbow Rice
Animal Line-Up: Use painting tape on the floor to create ‘roads.’ This can be as
simple or as complicated as you want. Give them a bucket of animals or cars
and show them how to line them up on the tape! Pretty simple activity!
Car Wash: Push up a chair to the sink, place a handful of cars in there with
some soapy and water and VOILA! You have a car wash! I place some dish
towels beside the sink so my son can put them up once they are “clean.” It is a
huge hit.

Pre-K and Kindergarten

B ox Road: Flatten a box down and draw some roads with a sharpie, buildings
and parks for their cars to drive around. If they are feeling up to it, use other
materials like blocks, magnatiles or legos to create other structures! You
could add animals or other characters to play around the new city as well.
Name Paint: With a large roll of paper, cut off a piece and tape outside on your
fence or the side of your house. Write their name in HUGE block writing and
allow your little artist to paint in with washable paint!
Alphabet Find: Write all the letters of the alphabet on separate post it notes
and stick them around the house. You can ask them to find them in random
order or in the order of the alphabet if you need a little bit more time to sit
back and relax. For more great ideas of executing this activity, click here.

Grade 1-3

Build a fort: Building a classic blanket fort is so much fun! Once the fort is
made, kids can read and play in there to their heart's content!
Balloon Tennis: Tape a paper plate to a wooden spoon and what do you know,
you have a tennis racquet! Make two of them and blow up a balloon and your
kids will be off to the French Open in no time!
Puppet Show: Make your own puppets and create a show! For two DIY puppet
designs, see the links below:
Wooden Spoon Puppets
Finger Puppets

Grade 4-6

Recycled City: Build a city out of recyclables like cereal boxes, clean out milk jugs
and cartons, egg cartons and whatever else you can find! Kids can cut out
windows and doors and paint all the buildings. You can add stickers and
constructions papers or whatever your heart desires. This art project could be a
labor of love that lasts over several days.
Lego Challenge: Place a basket of legos on the table with some printed lego
challenge cards! There is a wide range all over the internet. The possibilities are
endless. Make it invitational play by placing them on the table and walking away
to see what they will come up with.
Lego Challenge Cards
Paper airplane contests: Create some paper airplanes to throw in distance and
accuracy contests. Draw some circles on the sidewalk or driveway as targets or
try different designs to see which one goes the furthest. They could make their
own by watching some easy, Youtube tutorials.

Grade 7-12

Youtube Origami: There are TONS of Youtube origami tutorials to try. All you
need is some paper! Click here for a Youtube channel dedicated to some
pretty cool paper creations.
Ask them to organize a family night: Set a budget and timeline and let them
take some initiative in planning something special for the whole family. Let
them lead the way!
Baking: Trust them in the kitchen? Request some warm chocolate chip cookies
or if they are more experienced, see if you could challenge them with a brand
new recipe.

